
golden memories remembering
life in a mormon village

personal accountsfromaccounts from early saints give a colorful
glimpse into everyday bomehome and community

life in frontierinfrontier mormon settlements

ronald W walker

for the past fifty years scholars have written about the mor-
mon village the archetypical mormon pioneer frontier commu-
nity As a result we know about its ideals unity cooperation
equality and religious striving we know about its physical layout
rectangular streets often laid off at the cardinal points of the com-

pass and its pattern of settlement homes and gardens on village
lots with agricultural fields and livestock nurtured several miles
away we even know that the mormon village left a distinctive
mark on the landscape unkept outbuildingsbuildingsout pervasive water ditches
and poplar trees providing shade and a sense of order but what
was daily life in the mormon village like

fortunately we can begin to answer that question too dur-
ing the 1930s the federal writers project of the works progress
administration WPA collected autobiographies sketches and
questionnaire responses from utahs surviving pioneers later the
state controlled utah writers project continued the process
because of these two successively running government projects
from 1935 to 1943 over nine hundred pioneers left personal ac-
counts of life in a mormon village through them much can be
learned of village life 2

most respondents were mormonscormonsMormons forty percent were women
an unusually high proportion for a nineteenth century data cohort
population group the majority had been children during the

pioneer era about 30 percent were born before 1850 another 30
percent in the 1850s and still another 30 percent in the 1860s still
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more important most WPA respondents were drawn from the rank
and file and lived their lives in utahs new or outlying pioneer set-
tlementstlements their stories describe the fabric of everyday frontier life

like many old timers before and since the respondents
had firm opinions syria alienallenailen a longtimelong time citizen of huntington
emery county thought that the old days was pretty hard picken 1133

circlevillesCirclevilles thadius fullmer agreed utah was a hell of a country
he said it was a dry and arid place fit only for the indians 4

james ivie descended from a family of indian fighters was equally
terse about the early days cant forget them wouldnt like to
relive them 1155

yet despite fully acknowledging the difficulties of pioneer-
ing the WPA respondents were remarkably upbeat about theirthen
past ellen lee woodard an iron county resident remembered
happy days 6 and elvira lance comparing pioneer conditions

with succeeding times believed that frontier life was happier and
more contended 7 julia hills johnson concurred there is more
conveniences to day she acknowledged but the olden days were
by far the best 8

were these appraisals simply golden memories a case of
passing years and nostalgia softening reality or had pioneer life

offered something special whenvalenwalen explaining themselves many of
the pioneers spoke of human relationships early days were hard
to get along but pleasant to live because all were so kind and
friendly to one another said manti resident dorothea jorgensen 9

amy carline phillips also spoke of congeniality in early days people
helped one and another and lived like one happy family 10 in

turn james munroe redd believed that the old timers were really
more happy and contented because they were more social and
operativelycooperativelyco inclined 11

this refrain appears in anecdote after anecdote as the old pio-
neers mentioned the sharing neighborliness and cooperation that
once bound them together

helping newcomers

when the saints arrived in utah friends relatives or even self
appointed greetersgroetersgreeters might meet them at emigration square or later
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at a local railroad depot 12 mary ann richards remembered her
father frequently welcomed emigrants and invited them to his
home for dinner 13 eliza burgess briggs recalled such kindness first-
hand when she and her mother arrived in ogden they received a
basket of food and an invitation to stay in the home of a couple they
had met earlier while traveling to utah to ease what must have
been a crowded condition eliza and her mother soon found other
accommodations by trading domestic work for housing and food 14

other immigrants told of receiving produce large cans of
milk or even sections of beef on arriving in utah 15 the swiss
immigrants of 1861 were given more extended aid counseled to
settle in southern utah but without the means to do so the swiss
were transported in relay fashion by each community on the
road 16 adelaide jackson slack told another story after her father
baptized relatives in england and convinced them to emigrate he
welcomed them into his toquervilletoquervitle home we had twenty two at
the table all one winter said adelaide counting family members
and recently arrived converts we were glad to have them 111717

charles twelves and his family survivors of the ill fated mar-
tin handcart party of 1856 were first lodged at the salt lake city
tithing office then local settlers escorted the family to provo where
they were given a small log house the next spring twelvessTwelvess
father hoping to improve the familysfam ilys circumstance built an eight
by ten foot dugout that burrowed four feet in the ground the
dwelling was comfortable twelves reported although sleep was
at first difficult because of disturbing night visits by wolves 18

townspeople tried to see after the newcomers needs the
people at kanabcanab welcomed new settlers with a party 19 if the new
arrivals came too late in the season to grow their own crops the
established pioneers shared their own harvest 20 the biblical prece-
dent of gleaning the fields was sometimes followed or the imnimmi-
grant

ii

poor might be aided by giving them the less desirable parts
of a slaughtered animal the paunch head feet or liver 21

williamwitham john hill appreciated the help of ogden leader james
brown a kind neighbor and friend who brought the hill family
food and wood after they arrived in utah in the early 1850s 2211 in an-
other example of assistance in ogden joseph perry lodged the nine
member hadley family in a surplus adobe house unfortunately the
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hadleysharleys did not stay put they moved into a cabin owned by pat

jackson promising jackson one of their sons would do live in work
to help with the rent but jackson reportedly fed the boy soap
grease scraps and eventually forced the hadleysharleys to leave 2313 if the
hadleysharleysHadleys version of events is accurate not all established settlers
were saints

many newcomers were greenhornsgreenhornegreenhorns who needed help with
basic frontier routines after settling in panguitch stonemason and
english convert henry excell had one misadventure after another
during his first attempt to handle a team of oxen he drove too
close to a kiln dislodged several bricks and spookedspooned his oxen into
running home this was my first and last experience driving an
ox team he recalled henrys subsequent attempt as a fieldhandfieldhand
initially went no better he was unable to channel irrigation water
until a local settler showed him how 24

sometimes church leaders would ask a local family to help
feed a recently arrived widow and her children it was an assign-
ment that could severely tax resources my heart swells with
pride martha cragun cox wrote of her mothers treatment of one
widow family when I1 remember that the wheat cakes for the
atkins children was just as large as ours and the half pint of milk
each morning and evening was never stinted in favor of her own
little ones 12511501525 one time the cragun and atkins flour supply was
reduced to one small baking james cragun left for the fields with-
out breakfast and his wife eleanor went to gather greens the
wild bulbs and grasses that many pioneers used when no other
alternative seemed possible still the cragun family shared with the
atkins soon however the family flour sack was mysteriously
replenished apparently becoming aware of the situation neigh-
bors anonymously contributed in the families behalf

sharing supplies

the cragun experience was not unusual according to ernest
munk a central utah settler people were liberal with their
means and would divide what they had 112626 further the practice of
dividing out commodities made economic sense without stores to
sell goods or much money to buy what might be available this
practice was a means of market distribution especially if something
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wagon camp ca 1870 in this scene men camping in salt lake valley
prepare to share a meal sharing was a way of life rather than a mere
polite gesture at times a pioneers survival might depend on it charles
R savage photographer courtesy LDSLIDS church archives

extra good or unusual were available 2717 the custom equalized
society in sharing with each other every one was the same
remembered henry 0 jensen of scipio 28

whatever the reasons sharing was so common that it became
a routine of life sometimes the articles traded were as simple as a
start of yeast or coals taken from one hearth to another 299 or they
might be planting seed farm equipment or edibles like milknila but-
ter and cheese 3010 meat was a commonly shared commodity per-
haps because there was no alternative without refrigeration a
recently slaughtered animal could spoil before it was eaten 31
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besides the people may have been further motivated by knowing
that any item given would likely bring something in return

sometimes the shared item was so unusual that pioneers
remembered it years later when owen clarkdarkoark found a bear lodged
in the cliffs near cannonvilleCannonville he killed it and offered the meat to
all comers 3231 elizabeth yates of scipio secured an extravagantly ex-
pensive pound of sugar from st louis a rare pioneer delicacy
and doled it out for six months if there was anyone sick in town
she made it a point to send a taste of sugar 33 after apostle george Q
cannon sent a box of apples to the mother of ann elizabeth mel-
ville in fillmore each of the melvillesmelvilleeMelvilles neighbors received one
ann elizabeth kept her apple on the mantle shelf taking only an
occasional bite 34

the pioneers sometimes spoke of sharing items that the cur-
rent latter day saint interpretation of the word of wisdom pro-
scribes to get a fresh supply of tobacco rensselaer kirk traveled
one hundred miles to cortez colorado only to learn that the store
had just a dollars worth in its inventory worse as kirk returned
home many of his friends on the trail wanted a share upon com-
pleting his 200 mile journey kirk had no more tobacco than when
he began 3531

another incident involved tea after mrs henderson of can
nonvillebonvillenonville provided milknaiknulk to visiting miners the men appreciatively
gave her a half a package of tea rather than hoarding the difficult
to obtain commodity henderson divided it with the other five
families in the village reserving an equal portion for herself her
sacrifice she said gave her as much pleasure as anything she
had ever done 3631

during the hard times of 1854 55 when the territory seemed
close to famine the colvin farm of payson was one of the few not
ravaged by grasshoppers the colvins were therefore in a position
to give their neighbors a daily ration of cornmeal 3731 at wellsville
another grasshopper infestation they were common in pioneer
times prompted similar charity the leatham family remembering
that they nearly starved during the natural disaster that had once
afflicted them for many years maintained a large bin of flour with
an open invitation to any needy fannfafffamilyfly 38
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in st george church leader david cannon regularly traded
food to needy men in exchange for their work even when his
family could do the tasks themselves 39 mr greenwell of west
weber had the reputation of never turning away a request for
meat and at christmas he traditionally slaughtered three or four
good beef cattle and then asked the local LDS bishops to make a

distribution to the needy regardless of their religion or race 40 in
southern utah a settler approached mr shumway a local rancher
with a confession he had been hungry and had killed one of
shumwaysShumways range cattle if you get hungry again kill another
cow said shumwayshumway414111

sarah chaffin told a story of her familysfamilys charity while her
father served a church mission before leaving utah her father
gave a neighbor five dollars with the instruction to use it to help
the chaffin family through any hard times when those times ar-
rived the neighbor arranged for the chaffins to pick up twenty-
five pounds of flour and the chaffin boy was dispatched to get it
As he made his way home hard pressed neighbors asked for a
share and the boy complied an old man even followed him to the
door if I1 had a pint of gold I1 would give it to you for a pint of
flour he pleaded again the request was met which brought criti-
cism from the local block teachers if the family went hungry
they thought it would be their own fault in fact the chaffins
were forced to pick serviceberriesserviceberries to get through the season 4241

the pioneers generosity usually personal and spontaneous
was reinforced by the teachings and practices of the LDS church
provo settler george thomas peay remembered that church lead-
ers made sharing a standing order 43 another pioneer recalled
that during worship services members of the congregation regu-
larly discussed community needs and acted on them 44 one local
mormon leader regularizedregularizer charity by passing a community bas-
ket through his ward members of his congregation either placed
commodities in the basket or removed them whatever their cir-
cumstancecumstance A more common practice was for a bishop to receive
in kind tithes and fast offerings and then dispense these com-
moditiesmodities to the poor 45 and in times of special need some local
bishops levied quotas on surplus grain which then was distributed
to those in want 4616
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nursing each other

illness and disease required a special kind of giving because
most frontier communities had neither doctors nor hospitals
women provided the nurturing and some had remarkable
records of service the southern utah village tonaquintTonaquint depended
on sophronia carter who on one occasion visited the cabin of a

bedridden woman sophronia found the nearby santa clara river
was rapidly rising in order to save her friends life sophronia car-
ried the woman through waist deep raging water during her
career as a pioneer nurse sophronia helped hundreds of needy
people in sickness and suffering 47

when typhoid fever struck a family near sarah joy surragesSurrages
home in weber county she worked tirelessly first the neighbors
seven year old boy died and sarah prepared the body for burial

then the disease claimed the life of the mother when sarahs own
family became infected she struggled to save both families but lost
one of her daughters 1 I went without sleep so long that I1 finally got
so I1 hardly needed sleep she remembered after the epidemic lanranrunian its
course sarah was asked to raise her neighbors family and did so 48

these nurturing women were remarkable the sanpete nurse
midwife artemesia draper anderson reported that in one eight
month period she traveled 10331053 miles by horse and another 347547
miles by other conveyances during her career artemesia deliv-
ered more than two thousand babies her last being twins whom
she midwifed when eighty years old 4919 annie hermin cardon shaw
yet another nurse midwife practiced in weber county once while
traveling to deliver a child annie fell and injured her head she
nevertheless bound up her injury delivered the baby and returned
home later a silver plate was placed in her skull to fuse the bones
on another occasion annie was summoned to deliver a child shortly
after having given birth herself friends put annie on a featherbed
and took her by covered wagon to fill the appointment 5010

working together

another measure of the pioneers group spirit was their work
and social routines these were topics that the WPAVTA old timers
spoke about repeatedly and with great enthusiasm because to
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them pioneering meant working and playing together livy olsen
remembered that when the people settled spring city they joined
to root out brush and to plant crops everyone did the tasks for
which they were best adapted the cleared land was then
divided into five to ten acre parcels and given to individual fami-
lies the method allowed the land to be settled quickly for the
common good 51

A fairview settler told of a community work project that
became a part of local lore perhaps because it so aptly character-
ized the people and their times every able bodied man and boy
agreed to work on the city ditch canal till it would carry water
spring crops apparently could not be planted until a reliable water
source was established however as the men dug their ditch they
encountered an unyielding hardpan orville cox who from the
outset of the project had been more of an observer than a worker
finally walked away from the work gang his apparent desertion
made the men furious we didnt swear remembered one of the

because the there 1152115152crew only bishop was
the next morning however cox was back on the job with

several teams of oxen and a strange looking contraption that was
part plow and part battering ram working through the night he
had taken a fourteen foot log and attached a thumblike appendage
that carried a crowbar next along its sides he inserted oak sticks
designed for holding and positioning with the oxen pulling the
device and the men steering it coxs machine easily carved
through the hardpan four passes and the hardpan was gone later
cox explained why he had left the crew without giving an explana-
tion he was not the bishop he said and besides the men would
only have laughed at his idea his way was best just shut up and
do and when bunch of believe 115353a men see a thing working theyll

mads andersonandersonjrjr an early mt pleasant citizen remembered
the community work that he and his father completed as part of the
prevailing social contract father and son worked on roads con-
necting the various sanpete county communities and still other
roads extending into the canyons although not owning any live-
stock and therefore not gaining any direct advantage the anderson
family also built fences including the five mile lane fence which
was designed to contain the communitys cow herd these projects
were done without compensation and for public benefit 11541151105154
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another joint project was the construction of a community
fort often the first structure of a new village these multiusemultiusermultiuse build-
ings protected the new settlers from native americans while at the
same time providing a temporary school meetinghouse and home
fort living could be difficult quarters were cramped and infested
with mice bedbugs and the neighbors dogs yet settlers found
compensation for these trials while living in the fort we were
just one large family mary henrie cooper recalled mary liked the
sense of equality such a life brought 55

during the second stage of village pioneering settlers moved
from the fort to village lots this was the time for cabin building
and for the construction of a community center that would serve
as a church and school at Circleville the community center began
with each family delivering three hewed logs to the building site
and then working to raise the building to furnish the interior and
hire a teacher the circlevilleclevilleCir citizens levied a 2 percent property
tax which according to the chairman of the building committee
brought no outward complaint the settlers were a common class

of people and it was easy to get their cooperation in anything for
the betterment of the community he reported 5651

pioneering also meant other kinds of cooperation to provide
livestock with winter feed the boys and men of the village joined
to clear snow from the range in summertime they helped each
other in their respective fields and there were cabin and barn rais
ings these festive occasions which drew neighborhoods and
perhaps the entire village together typically began in the late after-
noon and continued until the work was done what if there were
a few of the gossipy items of the day considered said one of the
old timers defensively no harm was intended besides a won-
derful lot of work was done an evening dinner and dance gen-
erally concluded these labors 5717

another joint activity was militia duty every man fourteen
years or older was formally enrolled but women were also in-
volved in 1866 the villagers of virgin reacted quickly when
navajo raiders took more than fifty head of cattle old men and
boys shelled corn for horse feed the young men corralled horses
prepared saddles and cleaned guns and women and girls pre-
pared provisions by midnight the militiamen left the town and
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joining the minute men of another community reclaimed some
of their stock usually the clever navajo marauders were not so
easily thwarted 58

age often determined the kind of militia duty that was per-
formed boys carried dispatches performed guard duty and patrolled
streets and corrals elderly men maintained outposts and scouted
and older teens and young men fought 5919 whatever their roles mili-

tiamen were made to understand that militia duty was an important
civic responsibility when thomas hull of franklin idaho refused a
militia call in order to remain with his wife who had recently deliv-
ered a child church leaders found hulls behavior unacceptable
ensuing angry words led to his excommunication 60

militia drills sometimes combined pleasure with duty when
wives and children camped near the drilling grounds after the
men completed their military work the citizens might dance enjoy

early LDS church meetinghouse in provo in early utah communities
meetinghousesmeetinghouses often served as general purpose buildings becoming a
focal point for social activities courtesy BYU archives
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horse races and footracesfootracerfootraces and hold other sporting activities one
military day in provo lasted three days 61 at kanarravanarra a militia drill

continued for a week 62 still another at harmony drew three thou-
sand people who enjoyed a big parade band music horse rac-
ing and a speech delivered by elder lorenzo snow who was
dressed in military regalia 6313

the village women also worked together and enjoyed them-
selves in the process catherine larsen remembered picking wild
currants on the upper sevier river with some of her neighbors
A noon picnic briefly relieved the tedium of work but the most
happy part of the day was the wagon ride home when the berry
pickers merry songs filled the clear evening air such singing
made life worth while and turned something that was a neces-
sity into leisure time fun 64

womens work often meant making cloth hannah mcfarland
bingham remembered picking wool from her neighborhoods wire
fences and washing it hannah then invited friends to her home to
card the fabric the evening concluded with refreshments
johnny cake or a molasses cookie served with milk or water these
occasions were very happy times 16565

next the wool had to be spun this task called for another
round of parties restricted in size because few homes could hold
more than five spinning wheels 66 if a larger group was desired the
local schoolhouse or the hostessshostesses yard might be used 67 wherever
the location games songs and most importantly friendly com-
petition lightened the activity who could spin the most skeins
at noon the women stopped for dinner and in the evening for
supper when the men arrived A dance normally ended the day
those were sure good times danish convert eliza othilda chris-

tensen jorgensen recalled 68

if the ladies were not carding and spinning together they
were weaving sewing grating vegetables braiding rugs or quilt-
ing together the latter being a pioneer favorite pastime the
eight women who gathered in pernilla andersons single room
dugout in santaquinSan taquin finished a quilt in a day 69 at nephi some
of the women periodically quilted together for several weeks
then the great number of completed quilts were distributed on
the basis of productivity with the fastest worker receiving the
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most 70 one youngster never forgot the expectation of a coming
work party we will have a real good dinner today with cookies
and cake too she remembered telling her younger brother 71

the young men and women did the harder work like husk-
ing corn 72 husking parties often began at twilight when six or
eight lanterns were hung around the large piles of accumulated
corn 73 then the crowd would gather and begin the work or fun
for it was funfan 1 insisted one participant 74 A competition might be
held to determine who could do the most work 75 or perhaps the
color of the corn might be made into a game if a girl found a rare
red ear it was evidence that she would be the first of the girls to
marry if a boy found one it meant he was about to lose his girl-
friend 7671 there were variations occasionally the special red ear
gave a boy the right to kiss a girl a simple past time that
afforded a great deal of pleasure for the hard working people 77

another popular work pastime was fruit drying rachel
browns father purchased apples and then required rachel and her
friends to peel and cut them for drying 7871 eliza burdett horsepoolHorse pool
remembered that participants at her parties processed more than a

dozen bushels of peaches in a single evening while the girls cut
the fruit the boys managed the pans and placed the sliced peaches
on roof sheds to dry 79 again a hint of romance was often in the
air some parties allowed a boy and a girl to leave the wellwenweliweil lit cabin
to spread the fruit in the dark this was a real treat remembered
one pioneer because it gave a couple a rare chance at privacy on
such nocturnal adventures lots of sparking romantic flirting
was done by all 80

sometimes a single incident united villagers and encouraged
them to work together rebecca wilson told of a young man who
was suddenly called on a preaching mission but had no suit to
wear that became a busy week she recalled one sunday the
wool was on the sheepscheeps back by the next sunday it had been
clipped cleansed corded spun woven and made into a splendid
suit and was on the back of the missionary as he delivered his
farewell address in the little church house and then he left on
his religious pilgrimage to the nations of the earth to carry the
gospel light to those who sat in darkness 81
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the settlers at mayfield sanpete county joined to defeat an

incursion of cattlemen although the local anderson family had
already taken up the strategic land at the mouth of a local
canyon they had not proved their homestead rights by building
a cabin on the site and living there hoping to exploit this over-
sight the cattlemen began to construct a cabin and warned the vil-

lagers that the uplands were no longer available for use within a

day the local settlers began and finished a cabin and a mormon
family slept in it that night the andersons retained the land
because the town gave their support 118282

courting and visiting

even courting was done in groups young men and women
didnt go in couples but everybody went together and they had lots

of fun singing and laughing remembered martha horspool
hellewell 8313 the important thing was to be a part of a crowd a
group of like minded friends who readily associated with each other

laura smith hadfield recalled her crowds activity in the small
southern idaho town of elba the young people assembled at a

moments notice

we would go outside and look over the country and see whose house
had a light in it we burned coal oil lamps in those days and then we
would ride over there and spend the evening if the house was dark
we knew the folks were not home it was nothing for nearly all of
us to arrive at the same place in an evening without any previous
arrangements it took nearly the whole community to make a good
crowd sometimes we would have to stay all night on account of the
blizzards I1 have known them to stay for two or three days 84

social visiting was a part of the pioneer way 85 on sundays
and during the winter season when fieldwork eased parents might
load their families into a wagon drive to a neighbors home and
spend the day 86 during such visits the women brought their knit-
ting for outwittingoutfittingoutfitting a family with clothes required constant effort 87

visiting also allowed neighbors to catch up on the news
which sometimes meant group reading of national newspapers
and magazines 88 henrietta wilson recalled the big brush fires built
near her home that furnished reading light during the civil war 8919

in fact some neighborhoods organized reading clubs that shared
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the cost of pony express war extras while she was reading to
such a group martha cragun cox remembered that neighborjohnneighbor john
dalton questioned her pronunciation of the word chicago that
word is she car ger little girl dalton said tapping his cane on the
floor but martha unable to see daltonsdalfonsDaltons pronunciation in the word
continued with her own way 90

celebrating together

the celebrations of the pioneers also manifested a commu-
nity spirit even a persons birthday might be observed like one
big family said olive cheney aldous olives mother shaped
molasses dough into figurines fried them in lard and apparently
distributed them to villagers 91 one birthday that was widely
observed was brigham youngs this celebration was remembered
as very important and commonly commemorated perhaps
with an extended family picnic to a local canyon 92

president youngs scheduled tours of the territory were
another cause for community celebration everyone looked for-
ward to them insisted several of the pioneers with long hours
spent in preparation 9391 in southern utah the women wove mate-
rial for new dresses and then searched the countryside for roots
from which to extract suitable dyes their desire had been ful-
filled if they marched in their new clothes perhaps shoeless in a
local parade honoring the visiting church dignitary 9491

an impressive ten buggies might constitute president youngs
entourage the church leader himself riding in a white top
drawn by a span of splendid horses As the procession entered a
village children sometimes scattered welcoming flowers hand-
shakes followed 1 I will never forget how soft and nice his hand
was said diantha olsen newton obviously expecting a palm
hardened by pioneer toil 9591 and during his tours brigham young
offered advice down to the slightest detail in sanpete county the
president told settlers not to root out the sagebrush that lined
the road apparently he believed that these plants possessed some
kind of salubrious quality 9691 at huntsville he encouraged the saints
by promising their crops and fruit would prosper despite a short
growing season 9791 the tours usually included community singing
speeches and hearty meals
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some pioneers celebrated may day by erecting a traditional
maypole and decorating it with red blue and white stripes made
from discarded garments 98 As the pioneering era drew to a close
thanksgiving was also observed 99 however pioneer holidays
were generally restricted to four christmas new years day inde-
pendencependence day and pioneer day

the pioneers infrequently spoke of christmas trees and christ-
mas caroling rather they recalled putting up stockings exchang-
ing a simple gift or eating an apple a molasses cookie or a
plain tasting cake 100 many christmas customs involved neighbors
A serenadingserenading fife and drum band might tour the neighborhood in
an ox drawn wagon 101 or village children might pass from house
to house chanting christmas gift christmas gift usually enough
to win them a small reward on one such occasion a woman dis-
pensed a yard of calico which an enterprising girl could make into

102an apron
the most important social christmas activity was an evening

dance sometimes these parties continued without interruption
until dawn sometimes they recessed for several hours in the late
evening so that supper parties could be held in nearby homes one
woman served as many as fifty couples during one of these inter-
missions 103 whatever the arrangement the christmas evening
dance began the winter social season which then continued at
least until new year when another major dance was held during
these final days of december there might be a flurry of dancing
candy pulls singing and amateur dramatics 10404

the mormonscormonsMormons two summer holidays independence day july 4

and the much more actively celebrated pioneer day july 24 were
closely bunched together and therefore observed in much the
same manner for many women and children july was a time for
new clothes pernilla anderson received a new summer dress each
year 101105 jane sprunt warner garner sewed special suits for her
three boys and then colored them with a greenish yellow dye
extracted from rabbit brush 106 diantha olsen newtonsnewmonsNewtons mother
prepared calico dresses for her girls with straw hats and blue
ribbon streamers serving as assessoriesassessories 107

preparations might also include a new speakers platform for
the meetinghouse or new log benches martha canfield remembered
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the scrubbing everything was made clean and tidy 108 for the
upcoming events some villages erected outdoor bowerieswoweriesboweries
shaded areas made by placing cottonwood branches with their
green leaves still intact over a raised network of poles 109 other
holiday preparations included the selection of men to serve on the
planning committee and most importantly a community mar-
shall an independence day or pioneer day marshallmarshalmarshai1 was a man of
local distinction often voluble and good humored who directed
the hour by hour program of events

the holiday was often announced by the local fife and drum
band which began its serenadingserenading at daybreak and continued until
midmorning A pioneer band was important to villagers the life

of all entertainentertainmentsrnentsrients explained one pioneer attracting people
from miles around to hear them play 110iloiio10 but if a band were unavail-
able the day might be heralded by gunfire which continued dur-
ing the summer holidays until dusk there were other expedients
in 1852 after some of the provo boys bragged about having the
honor of waking the populace a rival group hid the cannon and
woke the village by banging on an anvil luI1

following the early morning noise communities celebrated
independence day with a flag raising around a liberty pole fol-

lowed by patriotic speeches pioneer day had its own speeches
but instead of extolling national values pioneer day orators praised
the mormon pioneers who were also commemorated with parad-
ing wagons handcartshandcarts and sometimes mounted native americans
the children of the village usually joined the march which gener-
ated among them great excitement olive cheney aldous a native
of uintah in weber country remembered her anticipation

my sister and I1 were to march in the parade and we went barefooted
because we didnt have shoes mother had made me a sunbonnet out
of an old summer coat of fathers and it was allailaliann starched so nice I1 felt
so dressed up As we traveled to the village I1 said now pa make
the oxen trot like horses he replied oxen were not made to trot
like horses but just to draw I1 was so afraid that we would be late for
the parade the martial band led and we marched all around town I1112lizI1 I1

in addition to speeches and parades the WPA old timers
remembered footracesfootracerfoo traces horse races greased pig chases greased
pole climbing baseball skits and parodies several decades after
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the event hannah hanson huntsman still recarecallednnedfled charles lam-
berts satire of the song love among the roses which lambert
renamed love among big noses said huntsmansHuntsmans interviewer
judging from the excessive laughter which she indulged in while

telling it the parody must have been an extravaganza of an out-
standing nature 1113113

another frequent activity was a sham battle between the
pioneers and native americans which generally concluded on a

happy note when the two groups of actors made peace in reality
the original settlers and natives fought few pitched battles and still

fewer that deserved commemoration one such pioneer and native
pageant proved tragic rehearsing an independence day program
in provo in 1879 albert park was killed when a fellow actor shot
him with a supposedly harmless wad of tissue 11411

A pioneer day celebration in ogden narrowly avoided a much
greater tragedy organizers invited two thousand children to watch
a cannon firing and hoping for the loudest possible noise put wet
grass and sand into the guns barrel instead of the usual blank
charge when the cannon exploded it showered debris over the
area including a twenty five pound piece that crashed through
the roof of a nearby tailors shop but neither there nor among the
densely packed children were there injuries it was sure a miracle
but not one of those children were hurt said a local citizen 115

independence day and pioneer day celebrations also fea-
tured afternoon dinners sometimes served on long tables under
the temporary bowerieswoweriesboweries 116 during the later pioneer period a
favorite menu was barbecued lamb followed by molasses cake
sometimes a jug of beer or a barrel of wine was present for those
who cared to indulge 11711173117 intoxicants may have been responsible
for the killing of a native american during a celebration staged by
the panguitch citizens purportedly wishing to scare the indian
by shooting through the indians hat a settler fired too low the
man was sent to prison for the shooting 118

dancing

independence day and pioneer day usually ended with a

dance no doubt the single most important social activity of the
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pioneers perhaps the reason that they so universally enjoyed danc-
ing was because it reflected their ideals there was no class dis-
tinction recalled one pioneer everyone had an equal good time
and part ilg1199 indeed dancing allowed all members of the society to
join together whatever their status or age 120 most communities
even accepted infants at their dances and by the time children
reached the age of four or five they were seasoned performers 121

in the winter season dances might start after a lecture or dra-
matic production at the local schoolhouse which perhaps led
some settlers to give dancing the unusual name of spellingspenningspenningfling

school 1221122 on the other hand large summer dances were usually
held outside on a piece of flat ground perhaps under a bowery to
prepare for a dance the soilsod was packed and then swept 125121123 smaller
dances summer or winter were held in any home large enough to
accommodate a single quadrille of four dancers 124121

in most rural areas admission to a dance was paid with com-
moditiesmodities wheat corn squash potatoes or even chickens might
do 125 nancy higgins a southern utah settler remembered that a

barefoot suitor called at her home with a pumpkin under one arm
he looked quite differently from what the young men of today

do 126 the lack of shoes added to the rustic atmosphere at some
rural dances nine out ofoftenten dancers went barefoot 127

the dances included reels quadrilles schottisches polkas
mazurkasmazurkas and an occasional waltz other dances were identified
as the trolli hopsie and the danish slide off 128121 round dances
in which couples paired off were restricted especially in utahs
early times for music most communities depended on either the
fiddle or accordion but variations included the guitar flute and
small organ any of which might be played with an accompanying
fiddle 129 some communities boasted a small orchestra like san
pete countyscountesCountys westenshowwestenskowWestenshow orchestra which had two violins
two bass fiddles and a second bass 130150 however smaller dancing
parties were sometimes required to make do on these occa-
sions settlers used a comb covered with paper or they whistled
sang or clapped sometimes they provided rhythm with a device
called the bones a percussion instrument formed from pairs of
thin strips of bone or wood held between the fingers 131 musicians
and the floorwalker also known as the caller or prompter
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were paid from the commodities gathered at the door or perhaps
with a load of wood

clearly dancing was an important activity that the pioneers
took seriously many community dances gave prizes to the best
dancers on the floor and despite pioneer scarcity some settlers
used their hard earned means to attend a dancing school every
one wanted to be a good dancer explained edwin R lamb 132 and
later when the old timers looked back on their early days dancing
brought pleasant memories in the candle light we would dance
and swing making the light flicker in the breeze caused from the
swishing of our skirtsskins 1 reminisced one former enthusiast 133

indeed dancing was one of the reasons that the pioneers without
the means of modern luxuries nevertheless had a good time
and enjoyed themselvesthem selves more than most folks seem to do today
that at least was the judgment of weber county resident mary
ann geertsen 13415434

conclusion

how unique were the mormon social and group values many

of the activities the mormonscormons relished their charities work and
party bees neighborly visits community holidays and their unre-
lenting round of dances had counterparts throughout america
especially in rural and frontier areas perhaps the characteristics that
set mormon communities apart were the degree to which these acts
were practiced and the religious content that filled the mormonscormonsMormons
daily frontier life the mormon village system was designed to facili-

tate group life while mormonism itself as a new religious move-
ment infused its converts with a sense of mission that made
pioneering virtually a sacrament these two factors made what hap-
pened in the LDS intermountainintel mountain west unusual if not unique

we should not be surprised therefore if the old timers
looked back on their experiences with satisfaction pioneering had
been a struggle but mormon group life gave their lives meaning
and warmth this is doubtless the reason why so many of the pio-
neers were emphatic about having had good times despite hard
times they believed that they had helped each other borne each
others burdens and lived a life that was broader than individual
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wants and material accumulation indeed their recollections speak
of a society full of social bonds that our own troubled generation
can look back on with gratitude and envy

ronald W walker is senior research historian at the joseph fielding smith insti-
tute for church history and professor of history brigham young university he is
indebted to his research assistant joseph richardson who completed prelimi-
nary research and prepared an early draft this article also appears in nearly
everything imaginable the everyday life of utahs mormon pioneers provo
utah keylinksKeylinks forthcoming
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ariaydiayrdayria alienallenailen b 186318631 personal history 33 pioneer biographies about
half of the WPA pioneer materials were autobiographies and sketches the rest
were responses to the WPA questionnaire the WPA materials are found in sev-
eral repositories including the collection entitled WPA biographical sketches
at the utah state historical society salt lake city utah hereafter cited as bio-
graphical sketches A microfilm collection of this material is available under the
title of utah pioneer biographies hereafter cited as pioneer biographies at
the family history library of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt
lake city since these collections have overlapping but different content I1 have
used both while researching and writing this paper citations from the biograph-
ical sketches include page numbers whereas the pioneer biographies collection
citations provide microfilm reel and page number when quoting responses to
the WPA questionnaire available in both collections I1 listed the appropriate
question number as in question 74 finally in order to give a rough idea of the
chronological experience of the pioneers I1 have provided birth dates in brackets
birth dates are taken mainly from the WPA registers and are unverified

thadiusradiusgadiusmadius fullmer b 1853118531855 questionnaire question 74
5jamesjamestajamesT ivie b 185011850 personal history 3 biographical sketches
ellen lee woodard b 186711867 questionnaire question 74

elvira M wing lance b 186518651 questionnaire question 74
julia hills eagerjohnsoneager johnson b 185511855 questionnaire question 67
dorothea jorgensen b 1856 personal history 164 pioneer biographies

loamyamy carline davis phillips b 185118511 personal history 233 pioneer biog-
raphiesraphies

james munroe redd b 186318631 personal history 4 biographical sketches
12nancy elizabeth bethers smith b 1837 personal history 2 biographi-

cal sketches
13marymary ann parker richards b 183918391 personal history 4 biographical

sketches
14 eliza burgess briggs b 185911859 personal history 6611 pioneer biographies
rose berry west b 1862 personal history 121 2 biographical sketches

rose berry west b 1862 personal history 292911 pioneer biographies
john staheli b 185711857 personal history 272 pioneer biographies

edward R frei b 184511845 personal history 10101loi1 2 pioneer biographies
7adelaide jackson slack b 186811868 personal history 254 pioneer biogra-

phies
charles twelves no b date personal history 1 2 biographical sketches

garzearze adams ab1bb 186511865 questionnaire question 53
hilda miller olsen b 187511875 questionnaire question 24 hilda miller

olsen b 1875 personal history 121 2 biographical sketches
21 mons peterson b 186118611 questionnaire question 20

williamilliamilliamjohnjohn hill 1838 personal history 4 biographical sketches
lorenzo hadley b 185111851 personal history 1278127 8 pioneer biographies

ahenryhenry2henry excell b 1858 questionnaire question 34
15martha15martha cragun cox 185211852 personal history 151615 16 biographical sketches
demesternest2emest munk ab1bb 1858 personal history 202 pioneer biographies
27ephraim young moore b 187911879 questionnaire question 24

henry28henry 0ojensenjensenajensenOJensen b 187111871 personal history 151511 pioneer biographies
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19pollypollyannann elinerellnerelinertaylortaylor ab1bb 185611856 questionnaire question 24
31seedseedjordanSeed jordan H brady b 1863186311865 questionnaire question 24 farm equip-

ment pernilla anderson b 185011850 questionnaire questions 262726 27 and dairy
products isaac H grace b 185711857 questionnaire question 24

malonamaiona may moore b 187518751 questionnaire question 2424jerushajerusha baxter
maughan b 185911859 questionnaire question 18 charles south b 183518351 quest-
ionnairetionnaire question 24

owen W clarkdarkoark ab1bb 186011860 personal history 7711 pioneer biographies
willis33wiffis eugene robison b 1854 questionnaire question 20

3annaannann elizabeth melville bishop b 185611856 questionnaire question 67
35 35rensselaerrensselaer lee kirk b 185911859 questionnaire question 34
36william36william jasper henderson b 186311863 questionnaire question 24

lydia37lydia ann colvin taylor b 185118511 questionnaire questions 15 24 and 74
mary38mary evans williams Leatleathamharn b 185111851 personal history 184 pioneer

biographies
david39david H cannon jr b 1860 questionnaire question 24
john jack greenwell b 1868 personal history 115 pioneer biographies
richard franklin Shurnshumwayway b 186811868 personal history 252 pioneer

biographies
sarah M chaffin b 181511815 personal history 3 biographical sketches

43george43george thomas peay b 1861 questionnaire question 24
44peterpeter peterson b 1860 and celestia M terry peterson b 186011860 per-

sonal history 233 pioneer biographies
august sorenson mackelprang b 185185111 questionnaire question 24 fast

offerings required village members to fast the first thursday of each month and
donate the uneaten food to the local storehouse

william16williarn olson b 1853118531855 questionnaire question 24 livy olsen b 185611856
personal history 226 pioneer biographies soren peter sorensen b 185411854
questionnaire question 24

41sophronia41sophronia carter b 184111841 personal history 2 biographical sketches
samahsarahjoySarah joy bennington surrage ab1bb 185411854 personal history 272 pioneer

biographies
49artemesia draper anderson b 185711857 personal history 35635 6 pioneer

biographies also see our pioneer heritage comp kate B carter 20 vols salt
lake city daughters of utah pioneers 195819771958 1977 6549

annleannie herminheralin cardon shaw b 1861 related these incidents about her
mother in personal history 4 5 biographical sketches

olsen personal history 2213
ephrasia51ephrasiaaphrasiaEphrasia cox day ab1bb 1854 personal history 1 2 biographical sketches

the incident is published in carter our pioneer heritage 9580 8811

53dayday personal history 121 2 see carter our pioneer heritage 958081958089580 8811

mads andersonjranderson jr b 186311863 personal history 32332 3 pioneer biographies
55marymary henrie cooper b 1866 questionnaire question 74
fullmer5ifullmer questionnaire question 34

57ezekeil57ezekeil johnson no b date and julia hills no b date personal history
3311 biographical sketches the document is actually a series of ancestral sketches
and memoirs written by mary julia johnson wilson who was bomborn in johnsons
fort enoch utah november 13 1862
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51jamesjamesjepsonjrjepson jr b 185411854 personal history 1535153 5 pioneer biographies
59jamesjames H jennings b 185311853 personal history 156 pioneer biographies

60OMThomasomas hull 111IIIlii b 1837 personal history 1 biographical sketches
61 moses leon burdick b 186118611 questionnaire question 53
61 cannon questionnaire question 53
63moroni63moroni spillsbury no b date personal history 272 pioneer biographies

catherine C larsen b 1856 personal history 183 pioneer biographies
hannah6hannahshannah mcfarland bingham b 1863186311865 questionnaire question 34b

6666dianthadiantha olsen newton b 186918691 personal history 3 biographical
sketches

martha canfield no b date personal history 3 biographical sketches
eliza othilda christensen jorgensen b 185811858 personal history 162 pio-

neer biographies the judgment was shared by many pioneer women we
enjoyed being together said alvaretta faroquineFaroquine robinson we would
spin just for the fun of it alvaretta faroquineFaroquine robinson b 185411854 question-
naire question 34

pemillademillaPemilla anderson ab1bb 185011850 questionnaire question 34
10grace10grace questionnaire question 34

naomi read reed cowan b 185711857 personal history 4 biographical
sketches

71thomas71thomas C groneman b 186011860 questionnaire question 34
73 hanah johnson b 1870 personal history 162162 pioneer biographies

annie peterson jensen b 1875 personal history 152 pioneer biographies
74jensen74jensen personal history 152
75bingham questionnaire question 34b
76annieannleannie peterson jensen b 187511875 questionnaire question 34

grace questionnaire question 34
rachel A brown b 1876 personal history 62 pioneer biographies

79eiizaellzaeilzaeliza burdett horsepoolHorsepool b 1857 personal history 454 5 biographical
sketches

8ohannahhannahbohannah hanson huntsman b 186511865 questionnaire question 34
81 mary julia johnson wilson b 186211862 personal history 32 biographical

sketches
taklla81takiiatakala amanda anderson mattson luke ab1bb 186618661 personal history 3

biographical sketches
13martha horspool hellewell b 1860 personal history question 34

laura smith hadfield b 1858 personal history 6 biographical sketches
15 olive cheneycheneyaldousaldous b 185111851 personal history 5 biographical sketches

A Y duke b 1860 questionnaire question 22
moore questionnaire question 34 see also duke questionnaire ques-

tion 22
annie george miles b 185911859 questionnaire question 34
fanny young clyde wall b 1860 questionnaire question 44

19henniettahenriettagenrietta wilson b 185111851 personal history 301 pioneer biographies
see also lydia ann taylor questionnaire question 44

9coxmcoxcox personal history 17 18
91 aldous personal history 565 6
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91lucinda91lucinda alvira pace redd b 186411864 questionnaire question 53 nancy
elizabeth darrow higgins b 186518651 questionnaire question 53

931israel931sraelsrael nielson b 1848 personal history 217 pioneer biographies
olsen personal history I111I1 12 also see ann eliza pehrson b 1853118531855 question-
naire question 53 and andrew oman b 1866 questionnaire question 53 for
background of youngs tours see gordon irvingliving encouraging the saints
brigham youngs annual tours of the mormon settlements utah historical
quarterly 45 summer 1977 23323351253512555151

94 maggie cragun no b date personal history 73 pioneer biographies
newton personal history 3 4

newton personal history 3 4
97matilda97matildamatlida olson sprague b 185411854 personal history 5 biographical sketches
john henry ward lister b 186118611 questionnaire question 74 see also

malinda rhoads morgan b 1863186311865 questionnaire question 53 and isaiah cox
b 185911859 questionnaire question 53

aiicealice99aiice ann langston dalton b 186518651 personal history 3 biographical
sketches chrystine carlile giles b 184811848 questionnaire question 53 julia ann
wright petty b 1847 personal history 233 pioneer biographies joseph E

taylor b 1860 personal history 285 pioneer biographies
110marymarsmary jane perkins wilson b 187011870 personal history 304 pioneer

biographies walter slack ab1bb 186811868 personal history 254 pioneer biographies
aldous101aidous personal history 6

102shaw personal history 5566
113jotmjohn H earl b 1855 and ada arville burk earl ab1bb 1857 personal his-

tory 94 pioneer biographies
104 phillips personal history 233
105105andersonanderson questionnaire question 53
06janejane sprunt warner garner b 1863186311865 personal history 5 biographical

sketches
107 newton personal history 2 3

canfield personal history 2
109log 109marindamarinda alienallenailen ingles b 1857 personal history 5 biographical

sketches robert nelson watts b 1849 questionnaire question 53 madora
browning weaver b 185611856 questionnaire question 53

110iioilojennings110jennings personal history 155
cyrus sanford b 181311813 personal history 253 pioneer biographies
aldous personal history 6

113 113huntsmanhuntsman questionnaire question 53
114 groneman questionnaire question 34 joseph park b 1852 question-

naire question 34 mary ann bolitho b 1856 personal history 52 pioneer
biographies some sources place the incident several years earlier

1515taylortaylor personal history 287 8
116ilgweaver questionnaire question 53
117canfield personal history 2 james herman tegan b 1858 question-

naire question 53
david james shakespear b 1861 questionnaire question 34

19edwin19edwin R lamb b 1831183111851 personal history 2 biographical sketches
120110anderson110anderson questionnaire question 22
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hadfield personal history 6
122122jenningsjennings personal history 152
12 12gamergarnerGamer personal history 4
124121 polly berthena huntington b 184911849 questionnaire question 22
12 12gamergamer personal history 4
126116higgins questionnaire question 22

henderson questionnaire question 22
lamb personal history 2 henderson questionnaire question 22 peter-

son and peterson personal history 232 taylor questionnaire question 74
129nielson129nielson personal history 214 peterson and peterson personal history

232 elisha wilbur b 184711847 questionnaire question 4 taylor questionnaire
question 74

mary louise wintch b 185811858 personal history 302 pioneer biographies
13 13hendersonhenderson questionnaire question 22 surrage personal history 273

alma lutz b 184111841 personal history 185 pioneer biographies hadley per-
sonal history 1212

13lamb13 lamb personal history 2 robert green b 186011860 questionnaire ques-
tion 22

ogarnerolarnerOGgamerarner personal history 4
134 marymaryannann geertsen b 185411854 questionnaire question 22


